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Purpose
Common reasons for hospitalization and death in patients with multiple myeloma (MM) are infections. As patients with MM are living longer and are treated with immunomodulatory drugs, there is a need to immunize against vaccine-preventable diseases and ultimately determine the efficacy of these vaccines. We evaluated vaccination practice patterns in MM patients at our health system using electronic medical records and data analytics.

Methods
This institutional review board-approved study retrospectively reviewed patients with MM who visited the health system from May 2012 to May 2014. Data collected included demographics, influenza vaccination (FV) and pneumonia vaccination (PV) history, hospitalization episodes and associated costs, and duration of survival. Patients were considered PV-positive if vaccinated within 5 years prior to study. FV was defined as optimal (two FV in 2012–2014), suboptimal (one FV in 2012–2014) or none (in 2012–2014).

Results
Of 411 MM patients, 55% were male and 85% Caucasian. Nearly 58% received PV in the past 5 years. FV was 15% optimal, 52% suboptimal and 33% none. A total of 444 hospitalizations involving 204 patients were observed over 2-year follow-up. More than $23 million was incurred from hospitalizations in the 2-year study period. There was no statistically significant difference in all-cause hospitalization and overall survival by FV and PV status.

Conclusions
Despite recommendations of vaccination in multiple myeloma, our cohort had low rates of influenza and pneumonia vaccination. FV and PV status did not show any significant association with additional hospitalization or overall survival in this pilot study. Future prospective studies are needed to ascertain the immunological and clinical efficacy and effectiveness of these vaccines in immunosuppressed patients. (J Patient Cent Res Rev. 2017;4:53-59.)
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is a cancer of plasma cells. Plasma cells are special types of terminally differentiated B-lymphocytes that are responsible for the production of antibodies to fight infection. Patients with malignancies and disorders of B-cell lineage have impaired immunity and increased risk of death from severe infection.1,2 Bacterial infections are most common, including bacteria that cause vaccine-preventable diseases: Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae and Neisseria meningitidis.3,4

Chemotherapy, either in the form of conventional DNA cytotoxic therapies or more putatively targeted therapies, may inhibit the immune system. The increased use of immunomodulatory drugs, such as thalidomide and lenalidomide, as well as proteasome inhibitors, such as bortezomib and carfilzomib, have led to an increase in the number of viral and fungal infections.5 Immune suppression is highest immediately after diagnosis and decreases with response to treatment.1 Augustson et al reported that 45% of the early deaths in...
MM were due to infections, primarily pneumonia and sepsis. A recent population-based study from Sweden by Blimark and colleagues demonstrated that patients with MM had 7-fold increased risk for a bacterial infection and 10-fold for a viral infection.

Vaccine-preventable diseases, like influenza and S. pneumoniae, are common among patients with MM. As a result, MM patients at any age are recommended to get annual inactivated influenza (FV) and pneumococcal (PV) vaccinations. While the safety of inactivated vaccines in patients with underlying immunosuppression has been validated in various studies, clinical outcome efficacy and effectiveness are poorly characterized, as noted in a recent review of MM vaccination studies and recommendations.

The retrospective study presented herein assessed the pattern of FV and PV use among MM patients throughout a large health system and explored the association of vaccination status with hospitalization, cost and overall survival. It is an example of cancer care delivery research that has the potential to inform and improve existing supportive-care oncology practices.

METHODS

Patient Population

Patient data were abstracted from electronic medical records (EMR) from a large integrated health care system comprised of 15 hospitals and 20 outpatient oncology clinics. The system sees approximately 100 new analytic cases of MM per year. After institutional review board approval was obtained, records from all patients with a diagnosis of MM (as determined by ICD-9-CM code 203.0) and who had an encounter in the health system from May 15, 2012, to May 15, 2014, were reviewed using data informatics and verified by our institutional cancer registry.

Data collected included basic demographic variables, FV and PV history (as reported in the Wisconsin Immunization Registry [WIR; https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/immunization/wir.htm], an online database that records and tracks immunization dates of Wisconsin children and adults), hospitalization episodes, hospitalization cost, clinical outcome and censoring date. WIR was created and is operated by the state’s Department of Health and Family Services “to prevent, suppress, and conduct surveillance of disease and to conduct a statewide immunization program.” Vaccines administered are voluntarily provided to WIR by the majority of health care providers in Wisconsin (including our health system, which submits all immunization records to WIR).

The initial data abstracted from the EMR was analyzed and published as an abstract at the American Society of Hematology (ASH) 2014 Annual Meeting. However, those reported data had inadvertently added non-MM patients (eg, melanoma and lymphoma) who may have been incorrectly coded. (ASH was contacted, but per ASH policy, abstracts are not retracted unless there are issues of incorrect dosages. This demonstrates one problem of relying only on ICD codes, as this information was meant for billing, not research.) For the study reported herein, the data were abstracted again and verified with our institutional cancer registry. The registry data was considered as a source of truth for patient identification. All background data, including patient demographic, diagnosis, data of diagnosis and censoring dates, were obtained from the registry. Additional data points, which included hospitalization, cost and vaccination, were obtained from EMR and WIR, respectively.

Using the EMR reporting environment, Clarity 2 (Epic Systems Corporation, Verona, WI), our institution’s research analytics team performed extraction of hospitalization and cost data. The Clarity 2 database environment is a “shadow” of the Epic EMR production environment, which runs approximately 1 week behind production and is refreshed weekly. Immunization data was sourced from WIR and obtained by matching the cohort defined by the registry to the WIR database. Several identifiers were needed to match patients across the two data sources, including first name, last name, social security number, date of birth and gender. After the matching was complete, WIR provided each recorded vaccination event for the finalized patient cohort. Data was transferred between the two organizations using an encrypted flash drive sent via priority mail. The password to unlock this drive was defined by a health system administrator and provided only to a designated WIR contact.

Definition of Terms

PV (S. pneumoniae) was defined as follows: PV Yes = patient received pneumococcal vaccine within 5 years preceding the date of initial encounter with the health
system; PV No = received no form of pneumococcal vaccine in the preceding 5 years. While various types of PV exist (eg, pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine [PPSV23] and pneumococcal conjugate vaccine [PCV13]), any form of PV was considered suitable.

FV was defined as follows: None = if patient didn’t receive flu vaccination (in 2012–2014); Optimal = if received twice over 2012–2014; and Suboptimal = if received once over 2012–2014. Information on FV valency or manufacturer was not captured.

**Statistical Analysis**

Categorical variables were presented as percentage and counts. For all category variables, chi-squared or Fisher’s test was used to compare the different groups. All continuous variables were described as mean, median and standard deviation. Kaplan-Meier method was used for survival analysis, and log-rank test was used for comparison of the groups. For multivariate time-to-event analysis, Cox proportional hazards regression was used. A two-tailed value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. For all statistical analysis, SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used.

**Outcome Variables**

Outcomes included vaccination rates and all-cause hospitalization over the 2-year study period, and overall survival. Descriptive statistics were used for cost and subgroup analyses.

**RESULTS**

A total of 411 patients with MM who had an encounter in our health system from May 2012 to May 2014 were included in the analysis. Median age of the study population was 68 years; other demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Of 411, 58% had received at least one PV (any type) in the past 5 years. Type of PV broke down as 44% PPSV23, 20% PCV13 and 36% unknown. There was no statistically significant difference in rate of PV when stratified by gender, age, race, hospitalization and survival time (Table 2). Mean age for patients who received PV was 67 years and for those with no PV was 68 years (P=0.38). The rate of the preferred vaccination pattern that is newly recommended, namely PCV13 followed by PPSV23, is unknown. Only 15% of all patients had optimal FV (meaning they received two consecutive seasonal FVs during the follow-up period), 52% had suboptimal FV, and 33% did not receive any FV for three consecutive seasons.

Table 3 shows stratification of FV patients by gender, age, race, hospitalization and survival time.

Approximately 50% of patients had one or more hospitalization during the 2-year period (2012–2014). Also over this period, a total of 444 hospitalizations involving 204 patients with MM were noted. Of those hospitalized, 45% had one episode, 22% had two and 32% had three or more. The total cost of hospitalization for all patients over the study duration was $23,775,512. The average cost per hospitalization event was $116,547, with a range of $2,337 to $737,010. There was no statistically significant difference in hospitalization rate when stratified by sex or race. There was no significant association between FV and PV status for all-cause hospitalization.

A total of 119 (29%) patients died during the follow-up period. The survival probability of the patients with hospitalization was lower (P<0.001). The study was designed to be descriptive and exploratory for hospitalization and for overall survival. Median survival time was 3.4 years. A post-hoc computation with a sample of 411 patients (204 hospitalized, 207 nonhospitalized) resulted in power of more than 80% at 0.050 significance level to detect a hazard ratio of 2.29.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>N=411 (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median age</td>
<td>68 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean duration of survival</td>
<td>52 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>227 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>184 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>351 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>48 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza vaccination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>135 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suboptimal</td>
<td>214 (52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>62 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia vaccination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>237 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>174 (42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>207 (50.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>204 (49.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There was no statistically significant survival difference by Kaplan-Meier when the cohort was stratified separately by gender, race and vaccination status. Cox proportional hazards regression with covariates gender, race, age, hospitalization status, as well as PV and FV status, showed that hospitalized and older patients had higher risk of mortality (hazard ratio: 2.58 [95% confidence interval: 1.74–3.83] for hospitalization [P<0.001]; hazard ratio: 1.08 [95% confidence interval: 1.06–1.10] for age [P<0.001]). The mean duration of survival for the cohort (calculated from date of diagnosis to last date of censoring) was 52.4 months. When stratified by race, mean duration of survival was 58.4 months for blacks, 52.6 months for whites and 23.4 months for other, but the difference was not statistically significant due in part to the very small sample of patients (n=12) classified as “other” for race.
DISCUSSION
Infection remains the most common cause of mortality among patients with MM. Respiratory infection and sepsis are quite common. The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommendation emphasizes PV vaccine for MM patients at diagnosis. However, there appears to be a wide gap between the recommendation and clinical practice. We recently reviewed the history of MM vaccination studies and recommendations and discovered substantial variation among providers and health institutions in providing preventive vaccination in patients with cancer. This partly resulted from a lack of convincing health outcomes data and consensus in clinical efficacy of vaccination in this specific patient population.

PV has been covered by Medicare Part B since 1981. The use of the sequential PV regimen of PCV13 followed by PPSV23 has been covered since 2015. PV rates for non-MM adults are below public health goals. The average performance rate for the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set’s PV measure is 71% in the Medicare population. In our study, only 58% of patients with MM received PV despite the recommendation to administer PV vaccination in MM patients at diagnosis. In addition, the PV given may not have aligned with the now-preferred schedule of PCV13 followed by PPSV23, per current ACIP recommendation.

There is growing evidence that the “herd immunity” obtained against pneumococcal infection following PCV7 administration in children has contributed to decreased disease risk and antimicrobial resistance in pneumococcal invasive infection, which might have decreased the magnitude of the benefit obtained from vaccinating adult patients. However, it is relevant to question the effectiveness of these vaccines in patients with underlying immunosuppression like MM. This needs to be addressed in a prospective study to assess the immunologic response as well as clinical effectiveness of PV in patients with MM. ACIP has stated it will reevaluate the role of PCV13 in 2017. At that point, the timing of vaccination in adults in general, and MM patients in particular, may need to be redefined.

Patients with underlying immunosuppression are at increased risk of morbidity and mortality from influenza infection, and FV did demonstrate effectiveness in healthy individuals. Despite convincing data about the effectiveness of FV in healthy adults in preventing hospitalization, mortality and additional doctor visits, its effectiveness is still controversial in immunosuppressed individuals. Yet, FV is routinely recommended for most adults, particularly those with chronic respiratory, cardiac and renal disease as well as those with underlying immune suppression such as patients on active cancer and immunosuppressive medications.

The mortality from influenza infection is as high as 9% in cancer patients; however, the vaccination rate in this group is lower than 50%. One study by Loulergue and colleagues reported FV rate as low as 15% in cancer patients on chemotherapy, which is comparable to our findings of 15% of patients with MM who had optimal FV; however, this low rate was not significantly related to hospitalizations or overall survival. The issue of temporality/causality is a limitation to our study, as most hospitals have established policy to provide FV for patients admitted to hospital during influenza season.

A study in Uruguay showed significant reduction in hospitalization from community-acquired pneumonia (pneumococcal) and in the incidence of community-acquired pneumonia over the 3 years following universal introduction of PV in a pediatric population. However, questions about PV remain, including PCV13 and PPV23 scheduling.

The effect of FV and PV has been evaluated in multiple disease states. For example, rates of FV in patients over 60 years old went from <30% in 1995 to >70% in 2005, which resulted in a decrease in all-cause mortality. An even greater increase in PV rate (from 0 to >70%) occurred over the same period of time; however, there was no discernible benefit for its use. Another study found that FV reduced exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, showing that the vaccine can influence patient care. Similar findings were observed in individuals with diabetes. Patients who had received the vaccine had reduced hospitalization rates and duration of stay. In a separate study, similar findings were observed that hospitalizations are reduced with the FV in patients with or without diabetes.
The assessment of effectiveness of vaccines in cancer has been more complicated. In some studies there is a decrease in hospitalizations, while in others there is no difference. One possible explanation for these findings is that the decrease in antibody titer to the vaccine in patients with cancer renders them less capable of fighting off the infection, thereby marginalizing the effectiveness of the vaccine. In multiple disease states, vaccination trends toward benefiting the patients by reducing complications, decreasing all-cause mortality and limiting the duration or number of hospital visits.

**Limitations**

In this study, PV status did not show any significant association with all-cause hospitalization or overall survival in patients with MM. However, there are notable potential confounders for this finding. A retrospective chart review study has several limitations related to the quality of data obtained. For this study those included: 1) retrospective nature of study and potential incompleteness of data (possible outside system admissions, etc); 2) inability to capture reason for hospitalization resulting in a potentially imperfect outcome variable of all-cause hospitalization — several studies have proved infection to be the main cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with MM, likely contributing to hospitalization and cost; 3) lack of temporality of vaccination relative to hospitalization; 4) presence of prior or concurrent anti-MM treatments; 5) disease status (eg, stable, progressing); and 6) the sample size of 441 patients only allows for relatively large differences in health outcomes between groups to be detected and limits subset analysis.

The pilot research that generated this report established a system baseline for future prospective registry-based studies and quality improvement initiatives. In addition, gathering vaccination rates from other health systems may be informative to increase the statistical power and allow for analysis of subpopulations. Of note, we have completed a pilot sample collection study on sequential immune response metrics following vaccination in patients with MM as well as non-MM control participants.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Pneumococcal and influenza vaccination effectiveness is uncertain in patients with underlying immunosuppression, including those with multiple myeloma. Various health organizations still recommend providing PV and FV in this group of patients, but the gap between the recommendations and practice may be larger for PV and FV than with other clinical preventive services. Despite low FV and PV vaccination rates in our cohort of 411 patients with MM, vaccination status was not associated with hospitalization or survival in this pilot study population. Larger studies are needed to address vaccination clinical effectiveness, surrogate markers of utility, vaccination timing, dosage and cost-effectiveness.

**Patient-Friendly Recap**

- Multiple myeloma is a cancer of the immune system. Infections are the leading cause of death in patients diagnosed with this cancer.
- Pneumonia and influenza vaccination is recommended for these patients, but the clinical benefit is not proven.
- The authors investigated vaccination patterns in a large health system and found that many patients with multiple myeloma do not receive the recommended number of vaccinations.
- Of note, getting vaccinated did not change the patient’s risk of hospitalization or death in this preliminary study.
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